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Generous Plot and No Chain.
29, Piddinghoe Avenue, Peacehaven, BN10 8RJ

Price £325,000
Freehold

www.phillipmann.com

The cottage style frontage of this home gives a real taste of
whats to come. Extremely generous rooms sizes, a large flat
plot and a location which is literally moments from countryside
walks makes this a real rarity. Local amenities are a short walk
away as are bus routes to Brighton and beyond, so you
couldn't be better connected.
A large and wide entrance hall allows access to all principle
rooms and offers storage too. The living space is located to
the front and consists of a spacious lounge which has a large
window which overlooks the well kept front garden alongside
recessed display areas.
The kitchen overlooks the rear garden and is fitted with a
multitude of matching cupboards, drawers and work surfaces
and offers enough space for a dining table and chairs too.
Two large double bedrooms are offered, one overlooks the
front and boasts lots of fitted bedroom furniture whilst the
second is positioned to the rear and has a vanity sink and a
large window overlooking the rear garden. The shower room
is modern and comprises of a large glazed shower cubicle
alongside a wash hand basin. The separate wc lies adjacent.
Outside space is very generous, the rear garden is laid
predominantly to lawn with high hedge boundaries for
privacy alongside a small area of patio.. Lastly the front
garden offers areas of lawn which is adjacent to a private drive
offering parking for several vehicles and in turn leads to the
garage.
Being offered with no chain means a quick move could be a
distinct opportunity.
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